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Some Prominent Themes From Discussions So Far
Regulation must “accommodate” new developments, in
order to foster “public trust” and allow us to “go forward”
Need to prioritise “fact based neutrality”, assuming claimed
“benefits” and “manage risks” to promote “advance”
Subordinate “public engagement” to “risk-based policy”
founded on “sound science” & “substantial equivalence”
Focal queries are “should we?”; “yes / no?”; “how fast?”;
“what risk?” – about this single very specific technology
Overall aims to allow “free markets” for “research to move
ahead”, but act “responsibly” within these imperatives

Key Messages from Earlier Comparable Risk Issues
1: innovation is more political than technical/managerial
2: key issues are about choice, not risk or speed
3: directions for progress are largely driven by power
4: risk assessment conceals radical ambiguities
5: regulatory appraisal is mainly about justifying policy
6: many practical methods to address, but little demand

Innovation is More Political than it is Technical
for instance, innovation for seed production…
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risk focus is shaped by power – Beck’s “organised irresponsibility”
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